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logline

synopsis
Blade encounters the New Breed of Vampires
who stalk their prey during daylight as well as at
night. Blade is forced into battle with a ravenous,
blood-thirsty gang of vampires, the Leader of the
New Breed and his diabolical Lieutenant, High
Flyers and Front Liners. And just when he thinks
that he has defeated them, he encounters an
unexpected visitor that compels him in his tracks.
Will Blade rise in victory over the underworld of
this New Breed or will a more powerful force
stop him?

director s statement
“When we first decided to write this film the
concept began as a “2 minute warning” action
sequence. As we did more research on vampire
lore, we discovered so many unknowns that we
were compelled to capture them on screen. And
then we added an unexpected twist and crafted
a different journey for The Day Walker that fans
have never witnessed before” – Jean Phoenix Le
Grand

South Florida 2018: Action Superhero Blade “The
Day Walker” re-emerges to purge the world of a
new breed of vampires. His journey takes an
unexpected detour as he encounters a force
superior in power and sheer will to survive.

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt8976182/?ref_=rvi_tt
https://www.facebook.com/events/1039346539566887/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0UcctnnSOeU


Production notes
When we received the call to create a fan film for
the 2018 UASE Blade 20th Anniversary tribute, we
only had 4 weeks to complete the project. What
initially seemed like an impossibility quickly
dissipated as we summoned our own
superpowers and created magic on screen.

It took the director 24 hours to scout the perfect
location for the set and we wrote our initial script
in record time because the vision was clear.

We faced challenges, though. For one, the
majority of the film was filmed in an exterior
location so we were forced to endured the South
Florida elements of inclement weather, heat and
extreme humidity. Secondly, since we only had 4
weeks to film and edit, we had to find the most
opportune times when the cast & crew could be
on set. That left us with weekends only, between
5-10pm. These were obviously not the most
favorable conditions with which to film a realistic
vampire movie. However, we used these
circumstances to our advantage. We researched
little known Vampire legend and lore and
incorporated these elements into the script.
What gave birth was a ‘new breed’ of modern-
day Vampires in pursuit of their prey while
camouflaging their bad intentions in broad
daylight.

And as talented as our director is at crafting
unique angles and perspectives behind the
camera, even he couldn’t predict the
phenomenality of elemental magic such as how
the natural lighting while filming the fight scene
between Blade and Parris morphed into an eerie
green or how the full moon shone in the sky
during the battle between Blade and Fino...but he
captured it and flawlessly incorporated the
magic into the story. That’s what being a
filmmaker and a visionary is all about.



Blade
The Day Walker. Re-emerges 
to face and defeat a New 
Breed of Vampires that posses 
some of same powers and 
supernatural traits as he. But 
this journey is different...  



fino
The Leader of the New 
Breed. Walking the Earth since 
the 18th century and rising to 
power with extraordinary 
supernatural abilities and a 
fight style reminiscent of Kung 
Fu legends.   



PARRIS
Fino’s most trusted 
lieutenant. Determined to 
keep the New Breed alive as 
he tries to outwill Blade with 
supernatural powers + skill. 



tariq
Parris’ loyal capo.  Too bad his 
cocky + confident exterior 
doesn’t prepare him for his 
impending doom. 



THE COUPLE
The unsuspecting guy + girl. 
An overdue night out on the 
town turns into an inescapable 
nightmare for the pair. 



Braeden & luna
Mother + Son Vampires or the 
oddest couple in the New 
Breed. Their encounter with 
The Couple sets in motion a 
series of horrifying, twisted 
events and deadly battles 
between Blade and his new 
adversaries.



KYRAN
A deadly last opponent. 
Blade must overcome one 
more obstacle before facing 
his chief adversary and 
conquering the New Breed 
once and for all.  Or does he? 



VANESSA
Blade’s beloved mother. A 
fallen angel ravaged + 
possessed by Blade’s old rival, 
Deacon Frost. Her memory 
continues to haunt The Day 
Walker.



MAMUWALDE
A Mysterious Force who’s rank 
+ power far exceeds that of 
Fino, leader of the New Breed. 
Could he be the final and 
undefeatable nemesis of The 
Day Walker?



cast
THE NEW BREED
Blade encounters a New 
Breed of Day Walkers that are 
determined to extinguish him 
to ensure their survival.



FIGHT CHOREO
Team Legacy Stunts of South Florida &
NYC welcomed Xavier Luo onto the set to
create explosive, high octane fight
sequences for his scenes and the battles
between Blade + the High Flyers. Team
Legacy’s lead fight choreographer
Jonathan M. Fields was the mastermind
behind the deadly massacre between
Blade + the Front Liners. Xavier and
Jonathan challenged each cast member to
incorporate their own signature fight styles
into the mix while our director demanded
Vampire-esque improvisation.

Team Legacy Stunts is an explosive team
of professional stunt performers, fight
choreographers and action actors. We are
dedicated to the coordination and flawless
execution of the most extreme and epic
action sequences for film and live
performances. We are based out of South
Florida with team members in New York
City, led by our founder + creator Jean
Phoenix Le Grand

TEAMLEGACYSTUNTS.COM

https://www.facebook.com/TeamLegacyStunts/
https://www.youtube.com/user/LostLegacyMartialArt
https://www.teamlegacystunts.com/


WRITER & DIRECTOR
Jean Francois “Phoenix” Le Grand is a
Caribbean-American Martial Artist, actor,
model, stunt & fight choreographer and
independent filmmaker within the martial arts
action film industry. He is an 8th Degree Black
Belt with over 44 years of martial arts mastery.
He began his modeling and film career in the
late 90s, capitalizing on his unique look,
unconventional fight style and undeniable
presence in print and on screen.

His very first role was in 1996 as a “Dreadlock
Ninja” in the cult classic Secret War (re-
released in 2003). He joined the Jones
Modeling Agency and was featured in major
print ad campaigns. After moving to South
Florida in 2002 and establishing his martial arts
school Lost Legacy Systems Traditional Mixed
Martial Arts, Le Grand continued his modeling
career doing runway and as a featured model.

Eventually, Le Grand decided to go back to his
roots and pursue his passion and love of action
film on both sides of the camera appearing in
several independent film projects. Le Grand
made his directing debut with titles such as
Post No Bills, Legacy Begins and Equilibrium
Legacy. He continues to do amazing work
behind the scenes with his unique brand of
storytelling and visually stimulating aesthetic.

Jean “Phoenix” Le Grand is also a Master
martial arts instructor and founder + creator of
his own martial arts system of combat called
Lost Legacy Systems Traditional Mixed Martial
Arts.

http://www.imdb.me/jeanphoenixlegrand


crew

Tiger shark media
Krystal Harvey is the co-writer, assistant to
the director, unit production manager,
graphic artist + unit publicist of the project;
responsible for crafting the image +
representing the filmmaker’s vision. She also
makes an appearance in the film as The
Girlfriend.

As president & CEO of Tiger Shark Media +
Management USA, Inc., she brings her
dynamic content creation, marketing & PR
experience to the team working on image +
brand building for Jean Phoenix Le Grand,
Team Legacy members and all of their film
projects.

MANAWOR FILMS
Lamont Morgan is a powerhouse in the biz
with a string of notable credits such as
producer of Dope Boys The Movie. A master
at his craft, he amazed us with his skills
behind the camera and contributed valuable
storytelling elements to the project.

TIGERSHARKMEDIAUSA.COM

https://www.facebook.com/manaworfilmspage
https://www.instagram.com/monte_daproducer/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/krystal-harvey-58547793/
https://www.tigersharkmediausa.com/


Poster trilogy
Concept & design by Tiger Shark Media + 
Management



filmography
Blade of the Day Walker
Director / Actor
Released: 2018

Legacy Begins Chapter One
Director / Actor
Released: 2018

The Death Pledge
Fight Choreographer
Released: 2018

Equilibrium Legacy
Director / Actor / Fight Choreographer
Released: 2017

The Legend of Kung Funk
Actor
Released: 2017

Post No Bills
Director / Fight Choreographer
Released: 2016

Beast: The Chronicles of Parker
Actor
Released: 2016

Bloodfist: No Honor in Regret
Actor / Fight Choreographer
Released: 2007

Secret War
Actor
Released: 2003
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contact & publicity

TEAMLEGACYSTUNTS.COM

https://www.teamlegacystunts.com/
https://www.facebook.com/ItsYourBestKeptSecret/
https://www.instagram.com/phoenixrises360/

